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PURSUED BY BEAR

Redefining the boundries of theatre, the team of young creators hopes to challenge and inspire audiences through 
inventive and thought provoking theatre. Pursued By Bear aim to stage productions with social significance that 
highlight and share important stories

KYLE SMITH
producer

Kyle Smith is the resident Producer 
and Technical Director for Pursued 
by Bear (PBB) and is no stranger to 
the Australian Theatre scene.  

PBB provides a unique opportunity 
for Kyle to work closely with 
so many amazing creative and 
ambitious people with a common 
and shared vision of challenging the 
theatre industry  - It is an incredible 
experience to be part of and he 
hopes that you all enjoy the result.

NATASHA MILTON-TAYLOR
producer

With a background in stage and 
production management, Natasha 
has worked across a range of 
theatrical performance and events.
She has worked extensively across 
all levels of the industry, from 
student theatre to world-premiere 
productions, and has been lucky 
to work alongside a number of 
companies. 

A founding member of Pursued By 
Bear, Natasha is immensely proud 
of the hardworking and ambitions 
theatre collaboration they have 
established and the outcomes they 
have achieved. 

SARAH TULLOCH
creative director &
production designer

With a Bachelor of Interior 
Architecture (Hons.) under her belt 
Sarah moved into the  colourful 
world of production design quickly 
after university. Within a year of 
working on set and in studio she 
had met Kyle and Natasha and 
was working  alongside Pursued By 
Bear.

As Creative Director Sarah is 
resident Production and Graphic 
Designer. For tick, tick... BOOM! she 
has worked as Set and Costume 
designer and produced graphic and 
media content. But moreover, Sarah 
couldn’t be more proud to say she is 
part of the PBB team. 

tick, tick… BOOM! is a piece that is very close to our collective heart, it’s a story 
we’ve been aching to tell since the foundation of Pursued By Bear and we are 
overjoyed to be able to bring this rendition of it to you.

Whilst this story is literally that of our protagonist Jon, or Jonathon Larson if 
you take a half-step backwards, it’s a tale that belongs to everyone in the Arts. 
There are obviously themes here that are universal, yet tick, tick…BOOM is so 
entrenched in the musical theatre world that it touches on facets of life unique 
to artists. There are moments in this beautiful performance where you will sit and 
think “yep, been there”. With such an incredible ensemble of talented performers 
and creators in Melbourne, it is nice to be able to - in a small way - lend a voice 
to their struggles.

Something we here at Pursued By Bear are very committed to is continuing to 
nurture and support the community around us, and we’re so happy to return to 
Chapel Off Chapel amongst an incredible year of beautiful independent musical 
works. We’ll be back again in September (just across the foyer, in the Chapel) for 
First Date: The Musical. 

tick, tick… BOOM!, and indeed Jonathon Larson, have such a poignant tale at-
tached to them that it really has been like working on a slice of musical theatre 
history. This task has been approached with a sincerity and high regard for Larson 
which has led to a truly genuine portrayal. A ginormous and heartfelt thank-you 
goes out to the whole cast and crew who have brought such honesty, kindness, 
and raw talent to this process. We could
not have dreamt of a better team to bring this piece to life.

We hope you enjoy your night with us, and that for the next ninety minutes your 
own little tick…tick…’s are a little quieter. 

KYLE, NATASHA & SARAH
PRODUCERS

In 1990, while facing his milestone thirtieth birthday, Jonathon Larson wrote and 
starred in a one-man autobiographical musical, or “rock monologue”, called Bo-
hemia, in which he adeptly and poignantly depicts a struggling creative artist who 
wonders how much longer he can sanely balance his passion and goals with the 
stumbling blocks of life - relationship, job, money, doubts, fears.

Thankfully Larson persevered. His next creation was the nineties rock musical 
RENT. Unfairly and now infamously, Larson died in 1996 at the age of thirty-five, 
the night before RENT opened off-Broadway and began its wildly successful 
global run that showcased Larson’s award-winning brand of art-imitating-life-im-
itating-art talent.

In 2001, Larson’s one-man show was reconfigured into a three-actor chamber 
musical by Pulitzer prize-winning playwright David Auburn and renamed tick, 
tick... BOOM! 

THE SOUND YOU HEAR IS NOT A TECHNICAL PROBLEM.        
ITS A MUSICAL CUE.



CREATIVE TEA

PAUL WATSON
director
An accomplished musician, Paul’s 
interest in music is what led him to 
the musical theatre stage where he 
has portrayed varied roles on and 
off the stage. Eventually leading 
to a solid career as a professional 
actor, musician, and entertainer and 
fueled his passion to be a theatrical 
director, producer and creator.
 
Paul has also performed leading 
roles in Once, Jersey Boys, Jesus 
Christ, Next to Normal, RENT, The 
Ambassadors, Guys & Dolls, Fiddler 
On The Roof, Flower Children and 
many more.
 
With countless television, film and 
voiceover credits to his name Paul 
has been able to use this experience 
to propel him into a successful 
directing career, receiving countless 
awards for his work on and off the 
stage.

Paul can be seen this year on stages 
around Australia as a member of the 
cast of We Will Rock You Australia.

JESS BARLOW
musical director

Since completing her training 
at Federation University Ballarat 
and Monash University, Jess has 
worked extensively as a performer 
and musical director/vocal coach, 
in addition to teaching Voice and 
Piano. 

As a Musical Director, Jess’ credits 
include Aida, Bare: A Pop Opera 
and Altar Boys, as well as being 
both performer and musical director 
for the highly successful season of 
Matalor: A Hard Rock Opera for 
StageArt. 

Jess has been nominated six times 
for Best Leading Female (MTGV) and 
performed in the Australian Premiere 
of Children of Eden and Last year 
she played ‘Justine Moritz’ in the 
Australian Premiere of Frankenstein: 
A New Musical. Jess toured regional 
Victoria and Melbourne playing the 
role of Sheila in Hair the Musical, as 
Janet in The Rocking Horror Tribute 
Show and as lead singer Pink for 
BryanJovi Productions. 

BRENTON COSIER
assistant director

Brenton is a graduate of The Arts 
Academy, University of Ballarat 
(Music Theatre). 

Since graduating his theatre credits 
include John & Jen (PBB), The Big 
Gay Cruise (Midsumma Festival), 
Rent (Chapel Off Chapel) and lead 
vocalist in the Universal Studios 
Singapore shows The Daddy-O’s 
and The Cruisers. He also performs 
in the 50’s variety show At The 
Hop. Brenton has also just made 
his Feature Film debut playing Elder 
Kimball in Mormon Yankees: The 
Spirit of The Game. A passionate 
sports man and all round fitness 
guru Brenton is a personal trainer 
at PITFIT. The first fitness studio 
dedicated to the performing arts 
industry. 

Hello, and thank you for coming to see our production of tick, tick... BOOM! 

It has been an incredible joy to work on this production with this amazing creative team, producers and beautiful cast. 
Each and every one who has contributed to the telling of this Jonathan Larson story have done so in invaluable ways 
and I sincerely hope this production stands up, particularly in the shadow of such a genius creative as Mr Jonathan 
Larson himself.

I approached this show with an intention to make the score a little wider than maybe had been heard before. But I 
also wanted an honest approach to the book and to welcome actors to these roles who were prepared to slightly 
underplay the drama in order to highlight Larson’s incredible and prolific ability to find theatrical moments in the 
everyday or even in the ordinary. He could find the 3 act play in simplicity and he could write a symphony around a 
single tear. Sometimes real life and something as simple as turning 30 and having a “quarter life crisis” can be enough 
to tell a great story that is instantly relatable and recognisable in our own everyday. This is not just a story however, 
this is also a loving tribute.

The setting for the show is a space underconstruction, any space… an apartment, a rooftop, a convenience store, 
a theatre… Larson never stopped tweaking and renovating his scores, and his works were often (in his mind) in 
constant need of renovation and in constant need of accumulation! With the approaching work-shop of “Superbia”, 
Jonathan’s biggest work up until he began the process of writing RENT (also written into this script), we wanted that 
work-shop and sparse feeling to come across the acting space. 

Of course, none of these ideas could be brought to life if we didn’t find five actors to suit these characters perfectly. 
How lucky we were to find Luigi, Angela, Quinn, Bec and Mitch. From the outset we wanted to cast actors whose 
own lives parallel those characters on stage and actors who essentially could just develop an accent but play 
themselves. We felt that was the most honest way we could approach a character like Jon in particular and get an 
honest representation of who he was… and Luigi is a “Larsonite” of the highest order. 

tick, tick... BOOM! is a celebration of an artist that everyone on this production truly respects and I sincerely hope 
after watching, our audiences respect for Larson is either found for the first time or firmly renewed.

PAUL WATSON 
DIRECTOR

Working on tick, tick BOOM! with Pursued By Bear has been quite the unique experience from beginning to end and 
I'm exceptionally grateful to have been given an opportunity to work alongside such truthful and innovative creators.

After working with director Paul Watson previously as a performer, I was well aware of both his love and respect for 
RENT and his layered understanding and empathy for the character of Jon (Jonathan Larson). Once meeting and 
discussing his plans for this production and how all the components of the production would come together, I was 
certain that his vision for the show would work harmoniously with my musical intentions. Particularly after working 
on RENT together a few short years ago and immersing myself in everything Larson, I was thrilled to be given the 
opportunity to take the musical reigns on this lesser known but radically honest and understated peice, the piece that 
preceeded his famous and much loved and treasured; RENT. 

I first came into contact with tick, tick BOOM! whilst studying Musical Theatre as a student at university. I was 
instantly compelled by the contemporary sound, the minimalism, the honesty in the storytelling, the nuances in the 
comparisons between both tick, tick BOOM! and RENT and mostly, the short-lived creative individual Jonathan 
himself. Knowing what followed tick, tick BOOM!, what it was about, what it was driven by, it propels this one act 
piece forward as a contemporary memoir of Jonathans life and as a composer, as a human, and as someone seeking 
something extraordinary. 

It has been an absolute pleasure being involved in this experience, working alongside Paul and the entire production 
team at Pursued By Bear and sharing and finding the magic within it with five such exceptionally talented performers 
as the ones you'll witness on stage in the Loft. As a musical director, this show is rich with opportunities to embellish 
and play with the material provided, but to also balance that by not deviating too far from its original written state, to 
be true to the show and true to Jonathan. 

JESS BARLOW
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

CREATIVE TEAM





REBECCA HEATHERINGTON
vocalist / swing

Rebecca started her career at a 
young age playing Tessie in Annie 
(GFO), Dinah in High Society (TPC), 
and in Opera Australia’s La Boheme. 

Prior to graduating from WAAPA 
in 2014, Rebecca performed as 
Dionne in Hair, Rosalia in West Side 
Story, and Mary Flynn in Merrily We 
Roll Along.  Earlier this year, Rebecca 
toured to Brisbane as an ensemble 
member in the Australian premier of 
Heathers, which will soon be touring 
to Melbourne and Sydney. 

Rebecca is thrilled to be a part of 
Pursued By Bear’s production of 
Tick, Tick… Boom!

MITCH ROBERTS
vocalist / swing

After graduating from WAAPA in 
2009 Mitch moved to England, to 
continue his training and tour Italy 
with The Beatles: The Musical. 

Since returning to Australia in 2011 
his production credits include 
tours with Brainstorm Productions, 
Children of Eden (Magnormos), 
Claude in Hair (StageArt), You’ve 
Got That Thing (Melbourne Fringe), 
and most recently Burn The Floor 
and Legends in Concert (NCL). 

This is Mitch’s first production with 
Pursued by Bear and he is very 
excited to be working on Tick, Tick, 
BOOM!

LUIGI LUCENTE
jon

Luigi Lucente is a diverse and 
dynamic young leading man – Also 
an avid musician and songwriter. 

With many awards under his belt, 
Luigis recent credits include the 
Australian Premiere of Dogfight 
(Neil Gooding Productions), Jason 
Robert Brown’s Parade (The 
Collective), He has appeared in 
Pippin, Assassins (Watch This), 
The Last Five Years (Theatreworks), 
Wicked (GFO), Jersey Boys 
(Newtheatricals/Dodgers) and Guys 
& Dolls (Ambassador/Donmar). 
Luigi was also a grand finalist in the 
2011 ANZ TRUSTEES ROB GUEST 
ENDOWMENT.

Also an avid musician and 
songwriter, in 2014 Luigi created a 
unique one-man cabaret entitled 
Jim Morrison: Kaleidoscope. 
Directed by Nicholas Christo and 
playing to sell out audiences all over, 
it features Luigi at the piano as the 
show journeys through the mind of 
the infamous frontman of The Doors. 

ANGELA SCUNDI
susan

Angela is a graduate of the National 
Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA, SDA, 
2006). 

Recently, she appeared as ‘Lucinda’ 
in INTO THE WOODS (Victoria Opera 
Company). Angela has been seen 
in the Australian and International 
tours of THE ROCKY HORROR 
SHOW (GFO/TML/NewTheatricals).
Other credits include SPRING 
AWAKENING (Sydney Theatre 
Company) and  The Threepenny 
Opera. The Boyfriend and The 
Producers (Production Company). 

Angela also appeared in The 
Marvellous Wonderettes (Monster 
Media) and in No Regrets –A 
Tribute To Edith Piaf (Singtheatre 
- Singapore). Her theatre credits 
include Cherry Smoke (Sol III 
Productions) and A View From 
The Bridge (Timber Productions). 
Angela was a Grand Finalist in the 
2014 ANZ TRUSTEES ROB GUEST 
ENDOWMENT.

QUIN KELLY
michael

Quin is a graduate of the Ballarat 
Arts Academy where he completed 
a Bachelor of Arts (Music Theatre) in 
2015. 

Highlights at the Arts Academy 
included Urinetown, Thoroughly 
Modern Millie, The Mystery of Edwin 
Drood as well as his self-devised 
cabaret Ballet Taught Me How To 
Be A Man. Quin was also selected 
to sing in a masterclass with 
Broadway star Faith Prince. Last 
year, he had the pleasure of working 
with Nancye Hayes (OAM) on a new 
Australian work Riches, Romance 
and Rebellion. Recently, Quin was 
the voice of Village Cinemas ‘V 
Premium’ advertising campaign. 
Quin is recently covered the lead role 
in Saturday Night Fever (StageArt) at 
Chapel Off Chapel. 

CAST

BAND

BYRON BACHE                  keys

CALEB GARFINKLE                     guitar

GEN CAMPBELL                         bass

TOM DOUBLIER                       drums



Directed by

Luke Joslin
Musically Directed by

Geoffrey Castles
Music and Lyrics by

Jason Robert Brown
Original Orchestration by

Brian Besterman & Jason Robert Brown
Originally produced by the WPA Theatre, New York City, 1995 (Kyle Renick, Artistic Director)

Licensed exclusively by Music Theatre International (Australasia). All performance materials supplied by Hal Leonard Australia.
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chapeloffchapel.com.au



pursuedbybear.com.au

#ticktickaus


